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Introduction
This memo reports the work associated with the SDP ticket (TSK-344 “Run DALiuGE on
Tianhe-2”). The main goal of this ticket is to verify the scalability of the DALiuGE execution
framework [1] when dealing with simulated workload at a scale similar to that of SKA-1 LOW.
In particular, it aims to achieve the following three objectives:
1. To verify if DALiuGE can execute GPU-intensive pipelines in a scalable fashion
2. To demonstrate the capability of DAliuGE to execute a pipeline end-to-end (from
generating simulated visibility data using OSKAR2 to producing final images using
CASA), in which the execution of each component (including simulation) is triggered
and controlled by DALiuGE
3. To achieve the above two objectives without compromising its performance
The reminder of this memo is organised as follows:

Environment setup
This section briefly introduces the hardware and software used in the performance tests.

Hardware
The experiments were run on GPU nodes of Tianhe-2. We are allocated in total 16 GPU
nodes. Each node is equipped with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2660v3 processors running at 2.6GHz
with a total of 20 core CPU cores and 256GB DDR4 2133 memory. Each node is also
equipped with two NVIDIA Tesla K80 accelerators, each with 2 Kepler GK210 GPUs totaling
4992 CUDA cores, 24 GDDR5 memory, 480 GB / s memory bandwidth, 6.25% GPU
memory with ECC enabled For ECC data bits, the actual available memory does not exceed
22.5 GB. Single-CPU peak double-precision floating point performance 0.21 TFLOPS, peak
single-precision floating-point performance 0.42 TFLOPS, single GPU peak double-precision
floating-point performance 2.91 TFLOPS, peak single-precision floating-point performance
8.74TFLOPS. Single node total peak double-precision floating point performance 6.24
TFLOPS, peak single-precision floating-point performance 18.32 TFLOPS. Cluster network
configuration SFP + 10 Gbps 10 Gbps Ethernet and 56 Gbps FDR InfiniBand interconnect,
200 ns ultra-low latency. 1.1 PB capacity mounted LUSTRE high-performance parallel
distributed file system. The cluster's operating system is linux: Red Hat Enterprise Linux
Server release 6.5.

HPC Environment
The file system of Tianhe-2 is divided into three partition: HOME, WORK and BIGDATA
(GPU). In order to use GPU resources, all the data files are copied to the GPU partition from
HOME or WORK partition. And all of software used in this experiment should be installed in
the GPU partition. The resource management system of Tianhe-2 is SLURM. It have two
ways to submit a job: interactive job submission and batch jobs. The latter was used in the
experiments. We need to create a shell script which should be contained information about
the number of nodes and tasks, partition and the script to execution that are required.
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Software
The visibility data was generated by the Oxford’s Square Kilometre Array Radio-telescope
simulator (OSKAR). The OSKAR package consists of a number of open source libraries and
applications for the simulation of astronomical radio interferometers. OSKAR has been
designed primarily to produce simulated visibility data from large aperture arrays, such as
those envisaged for the SKA.
DALiuGE is a graph-based execution framework, specifically designed to support very large
scale processing graphs for the reduction of interferometric radio astronomy data sets.
DALiuGE has already been used for processing large astronomical datasets in existing radio
astronomy projects. It originated from a prototyping activity as part of the SDP Consortium
and it aimed to prototype the execution framework of the proposed SDP architecture. An
technical overview of DALiuGE is available in reference [1].
CASA (Common Astronomy Software Applications) package is a data reduction software for
the next generation of radio astronomical telescopes such as ALMA and VLA. The package
can process both interferometric and single dish data. It also can be used for SKA precursor
projects, such as MWA phase I.

Pipeline development and execution
Logical graph
The logical graph represents the basic data flow between different execution components
within a pipeline. As shown in Figure 1, the logical graph of the pipeline mainly include three
parts: produce the OSKAR setting file, OSKAR interferometer simulation and data reduction
with CASA. The telescope configuration was SKA1-low (512 stations). And the sky model
was generated by Centaurus A image from GLEAM (23811 point sources). The number of
simulated samples was 1000. In this logical graph, we used the BashShellDrop to execute
the shell scripts which are the real processing program of the pipeline. We used the
FileDrop to store the data or files. The logical graph will be expanded to many partitions by
Scatter, which use its num_of_copies property to controls the number of partitions
(channels). In this test, the num_of_copies was set to the number of frequency channels.
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Figure 1 - Logical Graph of the Pipeline

Data Simulation
Data simulations were run on a GPU node of Tianhe-2 (NVIDIA Tesla K80) , each process
produce one frequency channel visibility data. We recorded the total run-time taken by
OSKAR 2.6.1 for a range of number of simulated samples, using the SKA1-mid (197
stations) and SKA1-low (512 stations) configuration. The number of time samples was 1, 6,
60, 600 or 1200, and the integration time per sample was 1 second. Visibilities were
generated for a simulated observation with phase centre on the sky at (RA, Dec) = (199.61,
-46.0) degrees. The field of view for imaging was [3, 4] degrees.
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Figure 2  (Left) The total run time of data simulations with SKA1-mid configuration for a
range of number of simulated samples. (Right) The running speed of data simulations with
SKA1-mid configuration for a range of number of simulated samples.

Figure 3 (Left) The total run time of data simulations with SKA1-low configuration for a
range of number of simulated samples. (Right) The running speed of data simulations with
SKA1-low configuration for a range of number of simulated samples.
The runtime plots in Figure 2 and Figure 3 show an approximate linear growth in time for the
number of components beyond 1000 samples. The data rate for SKA1-low configuration with
20k sources was 20.3 MB/s per channel in 1200 samples. Therefore for 64K channels the
data rate will be 1.3 TB/s.

Graph deployment and execution
The deployed physical graph used an extra GPU node to monitor the running state of
execution framework (pipeline). So, the compute nodes for execute the pipeline with
DALiuGE will be one less than with MPI when the test used the same GPU nodes. The
pipeline execution follow 9 steps
1. unroll: unrolled the logical graph to a physical graph template,
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2. translate: translated the physical graph template into physical graph template
partition,
3. pg_spec: generated the nal physical graph specification to be submitted to the Drop
managers,
4. session: created the pipeline session on all Drop Managers,
5. separation: The whole graph has been separated in individual, independent
"sub-graphs" corresponding to each of the underlying node/island managers as
specified in the graph. The inter-node relationships are stored for later usage,
6. push graph: Pushed the individual, independent sub-graph specs to the
corresponding node manager,
7. created drop: All Drops are created on all Drop Managers, and the session is ready
to be executed,
8. trigger: triggered a number of Drops on each node to the COMPLETED state (or
starts running them in the case of AppDrops) so the graph actually starts running,
9. execution: execute the graph from first Drop starts its execution until the last Drop
completes its execution.
The first seven steps are all related to graph deployment, and the last two concern graph
execution only (execution time).

Pipeline output
The simulation uses the Murchison Widefield Array GLEAM image (Centaurus A) as a base,
and uses 20,000 individual components, each with a physical extent, an intensity and a
spectral index, to represent the image. We add the logos (SHAO and ICRAR) as the
spectral index (SI) in the lobe.
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Figure 4. The dirty images using simulation data corresponding to GLEAM
image at 4 frequencies by CASA reduction. (Top, Left) frequency is 100MHz, (Top,
Right) is 200MHz, (Bottom, Left) frequency is 300MHz, and (Bottom, Right)
frequency is 400 MHz.
So when you plot the lobe SI image you recover the logo. We use CASA to reduce 4
frequencies (100MHz, 200MHz, 300MHz and 400MHz) split data. The dirty images as
shown in Figure 4, the channel averaged maps and spectral index maps has been report in
2017 AUSTRALIA/CHINA SKA BIG DATA WORKSHOP [2].

Result analysis
Figure 5 below shows the total completion time with DALiuGE and the execution time with
MPI runs on Tianhe-2 on the GPU nodes from 1 to 16. The X-axis measures the number of
the GPU nodes we are used in one test, and the Y-axis records the total run time it takes to
complete a test. Each value is a mean of three measurements from three different tests on
the same GPU nodes . We plot two curves using the data from the table, and add a error bar
on each point. The error bar is given by the standard deviation of three times test results. We
figured out the mean of all the points of two curves, and show it with two dotted line. In
addition, we add the var of 2 curves on the plots.
Figure 5 also suggests that the execution time with DALiuGE is much smoother than that
with MPI on the GPU nodes with a much less variant (96 vs. 430). It indicates that DALiuGE
as an execution framework has achieved a certain degree of stability. In addition, the total
mean time with DALiuGE is shorter than with MPI. Finally, DALiuGE-triggered tasks can be
automatically distributed to different compute nodes based on heuristics such as load
balancing. As a result, end users do not need to write too many complicated distributed
programs with DALiuGE, and focus instead on pipeline development and optimisation.
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Figure 5. The blue solid line and green solid line are the pipeline execution
time taken by the pipeline integrated with DALiuGE and with MPI, respectively. The
red dotted line and black dotted line are the mean time corresponding to the blue
solid line and green solid line, respectively. The texts are shown the var of the
execution time corresponding to the blue solid line and green solid line, respectively.

Conclusion
The three objectives of the work associated with TSK - 344 are:
1. To verify if DALiuGE can execute GPU-intensive pipelines in a scalable fashion
2. To demonstrate the capability of DAliuGE to execute a pipeline end-to-end (from
generating simulated visibility data using OSKAR2 to producing final images using
CASA), in which the execution of each component (including simulation) is triggered
and controlled by DALiuGE
3. To achieve the above two objectives without compromising its performance
The test result indicates that the work associated with this ticket has verified objectives 1 and
2 to some degree (since we were restricted in the number of GPU nodes we can acquire in
one test run, the maximum of which is only 16). To verify objective 3, we introduced the
baseline pipeline whose execution was triggered by MPI. The comparison with baseline
suggests that while DALiuGE is able to execute GPU-accelerated pipelines in an end-to-end
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fashion, its performance is also at least comparable to other frameworks or libraries such as
MPI.
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